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Nonlinear Programming Frameworks for Real-time
Dynamic Optimization
Abstract: Optimization-based operations have long been a goal in process systems engineering. Over the past two
decades, effective simultaneous optimization methods have been developed for dynamic optimization models, along
with efficient solution strategies. Current practice in real-time optimization (RTO) consists of two layers, with steady
state nonlinear programming (NLP) models solved at regular intervals to determine optimal operation. These models
provide the setpoints for the faster model predictive control (MPC) layer, whose behavior is determined by linear
dynamic models. Implicit in this two-layer structure is a separation of time scales, where disturbance rejection and
setpoint tracking can be handled between optimization intervals. On the other hand, the two-layer RTO structure is
unsuitable for processes that are never really in steady state, such as batch processes, cyclic processes and continuous
processes operate over multiple stages that require frequent transitions. For these processes, a single layer dynamic
real-time optimization (D-RTO) approach is needed. Moreover, with the development of efficient strategies for the
optimization of differential-algebraic equation (DAE) systems, on-line optimization of dynamic systems can be realized
even for large-scale models.
This talk will explore recent results in the development of this single-layer D-RTO framework. To develop this approach,
we consider Nonlinear Model Predictive Control (NMPC) as a natural vehicle for Dynamic Real-time Optimization (DRTO). It can incorporate first principle DAE models and provides compatibility with the controller and dynamic
optimization problem, and is readily adapted to handle on-line uncertainties due to noise and process variations.
More importantly, stability and robustness properties of NMPC are well understood, and recent work has even
extended these properties from setpoint tracking objectives to more general stage costs that are economically based.
On the other hand, realization of NMPC requires the application of a fast nonlinear programming (NLP) solver for timecritical, on-line optimization, as well as efficient NLP sensitivity tools that eliminate computational delay and guarantee
stability and robustness. Algorithms that meet these demands will be explored and an “advanced step framework” will
be outlined for NMPC, state estimation and D-RTO. To demonstrate the dynamic optimization approach, we consider a
number of case studies including optimization of chromatographic separation using SMBs, parameter estimation and
control in polymerization reactors, and economic-based dynamic optimization for large-scale distillation systems.
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